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Keep calm and drink tea.



DRINK TEA

Tea leaves, including white, green, yellow, oolong, black, and

pu-erh are all loaded with many great health benefits. 

Here are just some of the them:

Antioxidants: Tea leaves are loaded with antioxidants, which

protect our bodies against the harmful eeffects of free radicals.

White tea is the least processed so has the most antioxidants.

Caffeine: Since tea has about 50% less caffeine, you'll avoid

caffeine jitters, crashes, addiction, and other effects on your nervous

system. If you're trying to switch from coffee to tea, there are some

tea blends that have chocolate notes and nuttiness, and taste like

coffee.

Heart health: There are many studies that have show tea's positive

effects on heart health. Reduce risk of heart attacks and strokes,

and lower cholesterol especially with green tea.

Protect your pearly whites: While black tea may stain your teeth,

studies have shown that tea may actually help prevent cavities and

tooth decay.

Immunity Boost: Tea may help boost immunity, especially after

injury or illness.

Anti-inflammatory: Various teas contain anti-inflammatory properties

and have proven to help with bloating and digestive issues. Chamomile

and ginger are especially effective for anti-inflammatory needs.

Prevent cancer: While studies are mixed on this, there are many that

suggest tea may help prevent cancer.

Mood booster: Tea inspires calm and joy. So, don't worry, be happy,

and drink tea.



"I say let the world go to hell, but I
should always have my tea."

-FYODOR  DOSTOEVSKY

Tea for every mood and need.

White tea = focus and good for protecting your teeth.

Green tea = boost metabolism and energy. Tip: pure

matcha green tea for a clean, calm energy boost.

Earl Grey = a hug in a mug. Add a splash of milk &

honey to satisfy your sweet tooth.

Chamomile = sleep aid  and bloating.

Ginger = warmth, stomach discomfort, bloating. Add

lemon and honey for taste. Or boil a strong cup of fresh

ginger for the ultimate cold buster. (Avoid store bought

ginger tea.)

Mint tea = relaxation. Tip: use fresh spearmint with

green/black tea for a purely zen experience.

Christmas tea = for warm and fuzzy Christmas vibes

duh. Typically a black tea often made with cinnamon,

berries, cloves, apples, and other spices and fruits.

Herbal/fruit blend = mood picker-upper, joy, and other

health benefits depending on the blend.

Pu-erh tea = reduces fatty liver, good for digestion. Low

caffeine so great after dinner.



"Drink your tea slowly and reverently, as if it is the axis on which the 
world earth revolves – slowly, evenly, without rushing toward the 

future. Live the actual moment. Only this moment is life.” 
-Thich Nhat Hanh, buddhist monk

"A woman is like a tea bag; 
you can't tell how strong she is until you put her in hot water." 

- Eleanor Roosevelt, first lady of the united state of america

Positivi-TEA Quotes 

to Get You Through the Day.

“In Chinese, we say tea washes the spirit. It’s not something that just 
enters your stomach, it also enters your mind.”

- Patrick Cui, Tea Master

"You can't get a cup of tea big enough or a book long enough to suit me." 
- C.S. Lewis, imagination and thought inspirer

"Where there's tea, there's hope." -Arthur Wing Pinero, playwrighT



For more positivity and cultural insights and discussion, please visit
www.thejawesomelife.com.

Let's get social:

@j.isforjawesome

http://www.thejawesomelife.com/
http://www.instagram.com/j.isforjawesome
http://www.facebook.com/j.isforjawesome
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCIqOidirBMEvPw3nkyoBdjA?view_as=subscriber

